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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN

The No-Service Economy

A

At a time when stores
should be doubling down
on service, retailers who
opt for the “self-check”
are going the other way.
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friend of mine likes to remark about how the “service
economy” should be called the “lousy service economy.”
It’s hard to argue with this logic sometimes and she and
I both had major head explosions recently when we
encountered one of the worst ideas populating the retail
world these days: “self-checkout.”
That’s where retail outlets, mostly grocery stores, have
customers scan their items and bag them up themselves,
insert their credit cards into the credit card machine
and head on their non-too merry way. This is especially
prevalent at airports, which I find incredibly annoying. Airports are a high-stress
environment under the best of circumstances and when I need to try and scan my
chicken sandwich, chips and newspaper, it makes it even worse.
As a Catholic school graduate I know that if I
don’t scan and pay for an item, I will go to hell. But
I must confess that as I fumble with my carry-on
luggage, my lunch and the scanner, the little devil
on my shoulder says “take it, this is a headache.
They are asking for you to steal it.”
And indeed, while I don’t take the devil’s advice, I
think to myself, “the guy has a point.”
Now I am sure some highly paid retail consultant
figured out that by making us poor saps scan our
own sandwiches and magazines, they can save
$20 an hour on labor in their airport locations
or stores. What their calculations don’t show is
that I’m sure shrinkage goes up and customer
satisfaction and retention decline big time.
Everything about self-check is horrible. Even
saying it out loud sound awful. If you were in a
store and an associate told you to “Go Check
Yourself,” how would you feel?
Why stop with self-checkout? Why not have the
customers stock the shelves and maybe even clean
the rest rooms on their way out the door? Think of
all the money that could be saved if you could get
those lazy customers to do just a little more.
At a time when stores should be doubling down
on service, retailers who opt for the “self-check”
are going the other way. I am a major curmudgeon
and there are moments in the day when I really
would not prefer to talk with someone. But rarely do I have that sensation in stores. I
like it when someone checks me out, puts my purchase in a bag, looks me in the eye
and says “thank you.” And when I’m parting with my hard-earned cash, I like it to be
easy. I don’t want to work to spend my money and making me scan and bag my own
stuff is really putting me to work. l

sportsinsightmag.com
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Sneaker Wars Rage On
Nike’s Zoom Vaporfly hits retail in June.

The Adidas Tennis Hu is a
collab with Pharrell Williams.

A

didas is riding high, and Nike
wants its mojo back. Welcome
to the sneaker scene in 2017.
Sales and brand momentum
are showing no signs of
abating in North America for
Adidas. Senior management
continues to call the market “a long-term,
huge opportunity” that will not be altered
in the medium- or long-term by distribution
expansion to bolster sales. Further, Adidas,
unlike some of its competitors, says it is
not seeing any adverse impact on its U.S.
wholesale business and is actually benefitting
by supply constraints that are limiting
deliveries on orders for its footwear with
Boost midsole cushioning.
Adidas brand sales rose 36 percent in North
America in the first quarter, sparked by 73
percent sales growth for lifestyle offerings
and a 40 percent increase in wholesale. Sales
of Originals were 28 percent higher, running
increased 27 percent and training improved
double-digits. There were also gains in women’s
running and training during the period.
Meanwhile, Nike’s formula for regaining some
ground on the brand buzz and relevance it has
lost to rival Adidas rests in the category that
brought about its inception – running – and
6 • Sports Insight ~ May/June 2017

a midsole cushioning system it believes can
challenge Adidas’ Boost, something called
ZoomX. But Nike’s new foam cushioning system
must prove it can generate street fashion
appeal that stretches beyond its performance
characteristics. No doubt, the Swoosh marketing
machine will be cranked up worldwide to
deliver the message.
But before that happens, Nike will be out
to firmly establish that ZoomX is rooted in
performance. It began at Boston last month,
when all three top male finishers and two of the
top three women ran the 26.2-mile course in
the Zoom VaporFly 4%. That style will become
available to mainstream runners and consumers
alike next month, along with a casual variation
called the Zoom VaporFly Elite.
Part of Nike’s strategy to create social media
buzz about ZoomX’s performance-enhancing,
“85 percent energy return” played out in early
May as three Nike long-distance runners
attempted to break the two-hour marathon
barrier in an event closed to the public but
available worldwide through live streaming
on Facebook and live updates on both Twitter
and Instagram. Nike fell short of its objective,
despite three years of planning, as Kenyan Eliud
Kipchoge crossed the finish line 26 seconds
shy of the sub-two-hour goal.

Jordan may reign supreme in the basketball
world and the sport’s current King in LeBron
may yet win another championship ring, but
Nike needs a strong running business if it’s going
to regain its mojo and reach lofty revenue and
earnings objectives. Nike Running grew three
percent to more than $5 billion last fiscal year
ended May 31, 2016, about 82 percent larger
than Brand Jordan’s wholesale equivalent of
$2.75 billion. Nike creating mainstream buzz
about running and running silhouettes is a
positive for the activity and category.
Nike and Adidas both know the athletic
shoe industry’s long-term vitality rests in
delivering fresh, innovative and buzz-worthy
products on a regular basis. They each also
realize that the retro trend that has helped to
fuel recent gains in the business for Adidas,
Puma, Nike and others isn’t going to last
forever. Classics sales growth in the U.S.
slowed to 11 percent in the first quarter, NPD
recently reported. Adidas AG CEO Kasper
Rorsted recently told analysts the company is
“building a broader platform” for its Originals
segment (up 30 percent in the first quarter)
to include fresh looks such as the NMD, the
new Tubular Shadow, EQT and Alphabounce.
He estimated about half of Originals consist
of newer offerings. — Bob McGee
sportsinsightmag.com
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Marquee Signings
TheraBand Goes for
Gold with Lindsey Vonn
Performance Health announced
that Olympic Gold Medalist skier
Lindsey Vonn is a new brand
ambassador for TheraBand, part
of the Performance Health family
of brands. No stranger to physical
therapy and overcoming obstacles,
Vonn has utilized TheraBand’s elastic resistance, rehab and exercise
products when recovering from
injuries, while relentlessly training and even when warming up for
races throughout her career.
The most decorated woman in
the history of alpine skiing, Vonn
has gold medals from the 2010
Vancouver Olympics and 2009
World Championships, as well
as the all-time women’s World
Cup record for career wins. She
has also faced setbacks due to
injury, including two knee ligament
tears that derailed her plans to
compete in the 2014 Sochi games
and, most recently, a broken arm
sustained while training. With the
all-time World Cup record and 2018
Olympics on the horizon, Vonn is
once again working to achieve her
goal of reaching the podium.
“I use TheraBand in pretty
much everything I do with rehab
and training,” says Vonn. “If you
walk into any physical therapist’s office you find a million
TheraBand products all over the
place, and everyone uses them
for a reason…because they work!
It’s just part of my routine now.
Whether I’m coming back from
injury or not, we use the products

Lindsey Vonn
8 • Sports Insight ~ May/June 2017

for maintenance and not just
recovery, but also for core and
stability training or using muscles
that you aren’t normally using
when you do some of the heavier
weighted exercises.”
Mission Signs Actress Steinfeld
to Promote New Women’s Line
Mission, the performance apparel
and accessories brand with a focus
on temperature control technologies, has signed Oscar-nominated
actress and multi-platinum recording artist Hailee Steinfeld as the
Hailee
Steinfeld

face and spokesperson of its newly
launched women’s line. Mission
aims to expose the brand to a more
lifestyle-focused audience and fuel
the brand’s goal to be at the center
of sports, science and style.
“As a high-performance athletic
brand, we look for partners who
embody our same ethos, our
same focus and our same maniacal commitment to winning and
Hailee truly embodies each one
of those qualities in her life,” says
Josh Shaw, founder and CEO of
Mission. “Hailee is exceptional at
her craft and truly an athlete in
life at every level. From singing
to acting to modeling, she lives
an incredibly active, high-performance lifestyle and she knows the
critical importance of balancing
her work, life and fitness. As the
first-ever Hollywood star to join
the Mission brand, I couldn’t be
more excited to have Hailee join
the team!”
The new Mission women’s
apparel line features more than 15

unique designs including training
shirts, training shorts, sports bras,
performance leggings and a full
range of tops, bottoms and compression styles.
Zamst Renews Partnership
with Hockey Star Getzlaf
Professional ice hockey player
Ryan Getzlaf has re-signed with
Zamst as his performance compression and bracing support provider.
A three-time NHL All-Star and 2007
Stanley Cup winner, Getzlaf is also
a 2010 and 2014 Winter Olympic
gold medalist and 2016 World Cup
Champion for Canada.
Getzlaf is no stranger to injury.
In 2010, he experienced his first
serious high ankle sprain, which
almost caused him to miss the 2010
Winter Olympic Games. Since partnering with Zamst in 2015, Getzlaf
says he recognizes the important
role that bracing and compression
products play in preventing injury
and promoting recovery after
workouts and games. Zamst’s A1-S
and HA-1 compression socks, specifically, have helped him remain
healthy and able to compete at
the highest level of his sport. The
A1- S is a low-profile brace that
stabilizes the ankle and provides
increased stability to help prevent
it from rolling inwards. The HA-1
Compression socks deliver vertical gradual compression from the
ankle through the calf muscle,
which helps flush out lactic
acid, reduce muscle vibration
and fatigue and improve muscle
endurance and recovery.
“The support that Zamst’s injury
prevention and protection products provide is unparalleled to any
other and I am grateful to have

Ryan Getzlaf

access to their team of experts to
address my individual needs as an
athlete,” says Getzlaf. “As a professional athlete, recovery is critical
and Zamst has helped me fine-tune
this process. For example, wearing
compression socks when I travel to
and from games allows me recover
more efficiently and reduce muscle
soreness.”
Getzlaf joins other athletes on
the “Z-team” that have recently
renewed their partnerships with
Zamst, including PGA Tour member
Scott Langley and two-time Olympic
runner Amy Cragg.
DonJoy Performance
Teams with Ingram
Professional basketball player
Brandon Ingram of the Los Angeles
Lakers has signed on with DonJoy
Performance. Ingram will promote
the use of DonJoy’s braces and support sleeves for injury prevention
and recovery.
Ingram was the number two pick
in the 2016 NBA draft and is known
for his work ethic, attitude and fundamentally sound game. l

Brandon Ingram

sportsinsightmag.com
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Dick’s Launches Another Private Label Brand
Retailer Is Targeting the Multisport and Fitness Consumer with Compression Line.

T

he competition at sporting goods retail just got tougher for
compression brands as the nation’s top sporting goods chain
has launched its own compression line, called Second Skin.
Dick’s Sporting Goods execs call Second Skin “a complete
line of technology-rich compression apparel.”
The marketing push around the launch focuses on “highintensity athletes who are constantly striving to meet and surpass
individual fitness goals.” These consumers include everyone from
runners and triathletes to functional fitness and high-intensity interval
training enthusiasts to obstacle course racers.
“We saw an opportunity to better serve our customers by designing and
building products for a specific type of athlete who participates in sports
with unique demands like obstacle course racing and functional fitness
and puts incredible pressure on his or her body to perform at its peak,”
says Ryan Eckel, VP–brand at Dick’s Sporting Goods.
The exclusive private brand follows suit with other Dick’s Sporting
Goods brands such as Calia by Carrie Underwood and Field & Stream, with
the aim of “bringing premium, high-quality products to consumers at more
desirable price points.”
Dick’s has enlisted brand ambassadors for Second Skin such as Hunter
McIntyre, an elite Spartan Race athlete, obstacle course racing champion
and spin instructor; Christmas Abbott, a CrossFit Games athlete and bestselling author; and Ryan Hall, former U.S. Olympic marathon runner.
Key pieces of the line include a variety of compression tops and
bottoms for men and women, ranging in price from $40 to $70. Second
Skin is currently available online at SecondSkin.com and dicks.com,
with an expanded assortment of products available in-store and online
later this year. l
Second Skin compression apparel is the latest private label offering from
Dick’s Sporting Goods.

Perform and Recover

Biofreeze, MSRP $14.99.

Thera°Pearl, $9.99-$12.99.
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T

oday’s consumer has become very savvy not
only about products, brands and prices, but
also about technology and health benefits.
They are tuned in to the resources available
to “enhance all stages of activity and exercise
including preparation and injury prevention,
performance, and especially, the recovery stage,” notes
Deven Crandall, retail marketing manager at Performance
Health, whose range of recovery products includes offerings
from Thera°Pearl, TheraBand and Biofreeze.
“For consumers rehabilitating from an injury, as well as
those bouncing back between workouts, using the right
products can help speed up recovery,” says Crandall.
“Consumers are looking for convenient solutions that make
a real difference in their recovery so they can return to their
activities quickly.”
Performance Health’s Biofreeze uses cool, soothing
menthol to relieve soreness and muscle pain, while portable
TheraBand CLX resistance bands help stretch and strengthen
injured or overworked muscles. “Consumers are taking a
more active role in their recovery with products specifically
designed, tested and proven to help,” says Crandall. l

Recovery and
Compression
Go Hand
in Hand.
Check out the
compression
round-up
on page 14.
sportsinsightmag.com
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How Stores Can Thrive in a Tough Retail Environment
By Ron Menconi

T

imes are tough for specialty sports stores and regional
chains. Between battling the big retailers and the online
competition, smaller retailers are feeling the squeeze.
But now with the closing of so many stores due to
bankruptcies, along with customer dissatisfaction with
online service, the tide is turning for smart retailers to
gain back business from the mega chains and dot-com sites.
It is very difficult for large chains to provide the service people are
looking for today. The big chains carry multiple categories and a challenge they have is staffing and training people to have knowledge in
all these categories. In many cases they end up with young, inexperienced, part-time staff that may know a little bit, but have no in-depth
knowledge in any specific area. They are paid very little and often
kept on a part-time schedule, to prevent the employer having to pay
for benefits. Because of this, the employee turnover rate is very high.

they had been with the company less than 10 years. Carry some unique
brands and items so your store does not look like every other retailer.
Take some risks on some cutting-edge products and get them in your
stores, first. This will bring excitement into your store presentations.
Present a merchandise mix that is relative to each store location you
have. Listen to your customers and store staff and be involved in local
sports and activities. Build your company as a brand and be known
for a quality customer experience and the service your customers
receive, and not just the brands you carry.
Invest in your store employees. Have a core group of full-time sales
staff that use and know the products they sell. Pay them well and make
sure they feel appreciated. Take the time to train them and encourage
them to use the products they sell. The money is well spent on training
when you have staff that is loyal and wants to spend years working and
growing your company. Have a consistent group of part-time employees
who plan on staying long term. Have the full-time core group help train
them. When your customers are really taken care of, they will return
again and will tell their friends in person, and on social media, about
the great experience they had shopping in your store.
Have a great website. Sell your product online if you have the infrastructure to do it well. Let customers buy online and pick up at the
store if they want. Update your site often and promote the fact you
are local and support the communities and activities in your markets.
Show the unique brands and new items you have. Promote clinics and
events in your stores. Be the go-to site for people to find out about
local activities or hot spots for the categories you sell.
Have a personalized customer email list and focus offers based on
what they bought from you before. Let these core customers know you
appreciate them and invite them to be involved in company events.

The national retail chains are also challenged to have merchandise
relevant to specific markets or regions. They end up with a safe mix
of items that can sell across all markets to help keep inventory and
SKUs as low as possible and maintain higher turns.
Many consumers today do a lot of research online when they are
planning a major purchase. They know the brands they are interested
in, the features and benefits they are looking for and how much they
expect to spend. When these informed customers go into a store, they
want to be helped by someone who really is an expert. Someone who
can help them decide on right choice and make the most of the activities they are planning to participate in. If they can’t get the expert help
they want, they will just find the best price online.
National retailers also have a tough time building a relationship with
the communities where they have stores. It’s tough to gain any customer
loyalty when they are not perceived as being part of the community.
Here are some ways to take advantage of being smaller and relevant
in local markets.
Be a specialist. Don’t try to be all things to all people. Work the categories you know the best, the right way, and drop others. Have buyers
who are passionate about the activities they are responsible for, and
willing to build a career, working for your company. The longer a buyer
stays with your company the better they will be. At the company I was
with for more than 40 years, a buyer was considered the new guy if
12 • Sports Insight ~ May/June 2017

Create and promote your own events, or support events from groups
in your community. Think of starting your own non-profit foundation
to help organizations and youth groups. You can fund this by having
events to raise money or have a drive in your store where you ask your
customers to contribute to help support youth sports and outdoor
events in your area. The company I was with put on an annual vendor
event with a golf tournament and the participants paid a fee to have
a team. Funds raised went directly into the Foundation. We selected
time periods during the year where we asked at the checkouts if people
would like to contribute to our Foundation. Five, 10 or 20 dollars. It is
surprising how much can be raised doing this. We took written requests
and helped Little League teams, soccer teams, scout troops, outdoor
camps and many others with as little as $200 up to several thousand
dollars. Nothing makes a more loyal customer than helping out their
child or organization. You and your employees are part of a community.
National retailers have a difficult time doing all these things.
Retailers who can take advantage of being local by having unique
products for their markets, knowledgeable sales staff, great customer
service, and be involved in the community, can thrive in this challenging retail environment. l

Ron Menconi was SVP–merchandise and marketing for
G.I. Joe’s for more than 10 years. He is currently president
of Menconi Consulting, which works within the sports
and outdoor industries at retail and wholesale. He can
be reached at ron.menconi@gmail.com
sportsinsightmag.com
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Bauerfeind Sports
Knee Supports
improve controlled
movement of the
knee during longer
activities through
medical-grade
compression and
gentle massage.

You’ve heard the “mainstream”
question before. But as technology
and consumer knowledge has evolved,
it seems timely to ask it again. “Is
compression mainstream?”

“I do believe compression is
established and a mainstream
consideration for athletes, but
I also believe that the average
consumer doesn’t understand
‘why’ compression, but more
importantly think of it as something
only someone serious would use.
Compression took off as a trend
(fad) and that led to a great many
pretenders claiming the quality of
compression. A great many people
have bought products labeled
compression, but have yet to actually
wear a true compression product.”
Luke Rowe, SVP, CEP
“Yes and no. Compression is
mainstream because many people are
now aware it exists, but the average
customer does not understand the

14 • Sports Insight ~ May/June 2017

true benefits — they just think they’re
for circulation, or for an injury. We
often hear customers say ‘I’m not hurt
so I don’t need these.’ The benefit of
recovery is lost on some people. They
don’t realize that wearing compression
during and after a workout can
help significantly in their recovery
process.”
Alberto Benarroch, director of
marketing, Zensah
“In the sports and active lifestyle
world, the product term ‘compression’
is mainstream. However, that term
mostly describes apparel products
that are not designed with the proper
‘compression’ construction. The
products worn in the mainstream as
compression sportswear are simply
close-fitting pants, tights and shirts or
sleeves and gives them the impression
of feeling stronger and more aware.
Real medically correct compression is
not mainstream and, in fact, many of
the products/brands offering recovery
compression products do not clearly

understand the proper construction
required to create true recovery
benefits.”
David Higgins, president/CEO,
ING Source, OS1st
“The proliferation of simple
compression products may be
leading to less understanding from
the consumer. Their single benefit
is recovery, where CW-X moves
beyond compression and provides
target muscle and joint support to the
body in motion to improve warm-up,
performance, and recovery.”
John L.A. Wilson, president/chief
operating officer, Wacoal Sports Science
Corp., CW-X
“Compression is more and more
known to the sports audience for its
blood flow enhancement advantage,
but there is still a lot of education that
needs to be done for consumers to
understand what really constitutes a
compression garment.”
Carine Villeneuve, VP, EC3D
sportsinsightmag.com

Brands
Weigh in on
Compression’s
Status as a
Mainstream
Category and
Share Insight
on How to Best
Discuss the
Category with
Consumers.
BY CARA GRIFFIN

“Compression is – after eight years
since the first socks appeared in the
market – mainstream. The consumer
knows that compression helps in
recovery and also performance —
many athletes have had positive
experiences with compression when it
comes to recovery. But the question:
‘How does a compression garment
work?’ can still not be answered by
the consumer. There are already a
lot of scientific studies, but these are
difficult to understand and not known
by the end consumer.”
Michael Klein, innovation manager,
Falke
“Elite athletes have relied on
compression gear for years and
recently we have witnessed a rise
in the popularity among average
consumers. We partially attribute this
change to today’s digital and social
media driven era, which makes it
easier for companies to communicate
information and regularly interact
with consumers. For example, a
sportsinsightmag.com

consumer may see a photo on social
media of their favorite athlete sporting
compression gear. With just a few
clicks, the consumer has landed on
a brand’s page and is learning more
about the benefits of the product.
Also, social media allows consumers
to ask specific questions and quickly
receive feedback from a brand.”
Laura Cleveland, senior marketing
manager, Zamst
“In the running specialty market,
compression is getting closer to
mainstream based on those that
have heard of it or wear it. Even
with that said, many in the running
community don’t totally understand
how graduated compression
works and all the performance
and recovery attributes. There are
often misperceptions. Buyers of
compression are either very astute
to its benefits or have heard from a
friend or coach that they need to try
compression for recovery and better
blood circulation and to reduce sore
feet and legs after a long run. Outside
the running specialty niche, we believe
there is still a lot of time needed to
invest in educating the market. For
years, graduated compression was a
prescription from a doctor and the
challenge now is to help the mainstream
consumers see the technology as a
proactive choice that benefits their
overall health and fitness.”
John J. Thomas, owner and founder,
Legend Compression
“Compression garments are now
widely available and have reached
mainstream awareness. They can
be seen at all levels, from weekend
warriors to professional athletes.
However, the level of understanding
of the true benefits of compression
garments vary greatly. Elite athletes
and trainers know that true body
mapped compression provides
enhanced performance through
muscle stabilization and increased
blood to lessen fatigue and quicken
recovery.”
Scott Birnbaum, EVP, CMO, Mission
“I think ‘compression’ has become
a buzzword in the mainstream
consumer’s mind. They have a vague
idea of the benefits of compression,
but they’re not truly educated on how
to distinguish effective, medical-grade
compression from the endless options
of inferior products available. This is
why it’s vital to have retailers who can
bridge that gap for them, to explain
the differences within the category.”
Craig Berounsky, VP–retail sales &
marketing, Bauerfeind USA

“As a result of compression making
its way out of the gym and into daily
wear, many people are confused or
even unaware of true compression’s
performance benefits. At United Sports
Brands, both McDavid and Shock
Doctor use only high tenacity yarns
offering both four-way stretch and
recovery for full compression benefits.
The message to consumers is that not
all compression is created equally.
Check for technical quality and how
compression features are being used to
improve performance.”
Mary Horwath, SVP, United Sports Brands
(McDavid, Shock Doctor)
Now we get to the “explaining”
compression part of the conversation.
For salespeople on the retail floor, what
is a good answer they can offer when
a customer asks them: “Why should I
wear compression?”

“Ask them what activities they do and
what needs they have to support their
activities. Basic compression tights are
very one-dimensional with recovery
and the consumer may be looking for
more than that.”
John L.A. Wilson, president/chief
operating officer, Wacoal Sports Science
Corp., CW-X
“I think the best folks on the retail
floor do have good answers and
suggestions. However, the majority
of staff has pigeon holed the product
into a very small space — runners
running long distances or pure
recovery. Understanding the value of
true compression allows staff to work
with customers across a spectrum of
needs and abilities and recommend
compression for those working on the
feet all day, flying frequently, in the
midst of tough training or for someone
just starting a training program. It
is this group that is unexposed to
compression and yet needs the product
to combat all those pains that come
with exercising untrained muscles.”
Luke Rowe, SVP, CEP
“In a nutshell: Medical-grade
compression increases circulation and
reduces your muscle vibrations, which
leads to better endurance, less fatigue
and faster recovery times.”
Craig Berounsky, VP–retail sales &
marketing, Bauerfeind USA
“First, they can ask if the consumer has
any injury, issues or pain. Compression
socks will help for all of it. Second,
if they don’t have any particular
issue, consumers can benefit from
compression as a tool to prevent all
of the above and also reduce recovery

As a result of
compression
making its
way out of the
gym and into
daily wear,
many people
are confused
or even
unaware of true
compression’s
performance
benefits.”

Understanding
the value
of true
compression
allows retail
staff to work
with customers
across a
spectrum of
needs and
abilities.”

There is still a
lot of education
that needs to
be done for
consumers to
understand
what really
constitutes a
compression
garment.”
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COMPRESSION
time. We can all benefit from compression; it
reduces muscle fatigue, soreness and inflammation
prevention. Also, they are great to travel or when
working on your feet all day.”
Carine Villeneuve, VP, EC3D
“Compression will help maintain the optimal state
of muscle by increasing blood flow and oxygen
intake. Therefore, you will be able to protect
yourself from potential muscular injuries due to
fatigue. Also, wearing compression can help you to
recover faster so you won’t have to worry about
soreness and pain keeping you down.”
Peter Baek, business development manager,
Enerskin

Enerskin’s E50 short sleeve compression shirt has patented silicone
compression taping, MSRP $194.

“Legitimate, graduated compression improves
your performance by keeping your muscles in
place, reducing muscle fatigue and by improving
awareness of body position (aka proprioception).
Compression reduces the risk of injury by
promoting faster muscle warm up and by
minimizing muscle oscillation and micro-tearing.
And lastly, compression helps you recover faster by
reducing swelling and by reducing Delayed Onset
Muscle Soreness (DOMS). All of these physiological
benefits mean that you can train harder, go faster for
longer and be ready to go hard again the next day.”
Brian Anderson, interim president, 2XU North America
“In terms that customers can relate to, I would
say that compression reduces muscle fatigue
over prolonged strenuous activities. It reduces
injuries and speeds up recovery time. Nurses
are using compression socks for long shifts, so
imagine what compression can do for the athlete
running a full Ironman.”
Alexander Lai, Compressport

2XU’s Recovery product line includes the
Power Recovery Tight, which has a design
that provides circulator pressure at the
furthest veins going back to your heart.

McDavid Elite compression
calf sleeves focus a higher
level of compression on
ankles. MSRP $39.99.

Bauerfeind’s Compression Lower Leg
Sleeve uses medical compression to
increase transfer of oxygen and promote
better circulation. MSRP $49.99.

EC3D’s Universal everyday
and workout sock has 20-25
mmHg of compression.
MSRP $40.

McDavid’s Dual Compression ankle,
knee and elbow sleeves integrate a
performance compression sleeve with
support tape that provides joint support/
stability while maintaining mobility and
flexibility. MSRP $24.99–$34.99.

Zamst’s HA-1 compression sock delivers vertical
gradual compression from
the ankle through the calf
muscle. MSRP $59.99.

Zamst’s HA-1 Run LE has built-in
a-Fit tech for anatomically correct
support and fit. MSRP $34.99.

“Simply put: to keep your legs feeling fresher and
recover from workouts faster (How: by optimizing
circulation). Injury prevention/management is a
great reason as well, since compression accessories
help reduce swelling and can help someone who is
dealing with shin splints and Plantar Fasciitis, among
other athletic injuries.”
Alberto Benarroch, director of marketing, Zensah
“It’s important for salespeople to understand and
communicate how compression gear can solve
problems that everyday athletes are facing. In the
case of Zamst, if an athlete complains about Plantar
Fasciitis pain it would be beneficial for a sales
person the show and explain the unique knitting
construction and functional arch support that
the HA-1 Run LE Socks offer. Combined, these
technologies reduce Plantar Fasciitis pain by lifting
up the arch of the foot to prevent it from leaning
inward and minimizing the stress from repetitive
impact on the foot.”
Laura Cleveland, senior marketing manager, Zamst
“Worn as an outer or base layer, quality
compression wear warms and stabilizes
muscles, lessening vibrations to help
reduce fatigue and pulls, and for some, even
accelerating recovery time.”
Mary Horwath, SVP, United Sports Brands l
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CW-X’s StabilyX Vented Under Tight
for Fall 2017 offers the brand’s
targeted muscle and joint support and
is designed as an under layer.
MSRP $150.

sportsinsightmag.com

Mission’s VaporActive compression arm sleeves and
Voltage sleeveless compression top combine compression
with technology that evaporates sweat.

Legend’s Compression Recovery socks are ideal for reducing muscle soreness & fatigue. MSRP $42.49.

CEP’s Progressive+ Ultralight offers compression tech for performance and faster
recovery. MSRP $60.

Falke’s Impulse run socks activate the sensors in the fasciae in the feet and calves.
MSRP $75.

Zensah Featherweight compression
leg sleeves have graduated compression and are silver-infused for
odor control.

Shock Doctor’s SVR Recovery compression knee sleeve offers support
and recovery. MSRP $24.99.

Compressport R2V2 Sleeve is
made for race and recovery.
MSRP $40.

OS1st’s KS7 performance knee
sleeve incorporates Compression
Zone Technology and is “like taping without the hassle.”

PRESENTED BY NEW BALANCE

SHOWCASE
YOUR BRAND
AT ONE OF THE TOP 10 FITNESS EXPOS IN THE WORLD

129K+
ATTENDEES

SPACE IS
LIMITED!

Expo dates: Nov. 2, 2017 – Nov. 4, 2017
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, NYC
Book your spot today: sponsorship@nyrr.org

sportsinsightmag.com
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oga pants have come a
long way, baby. While the
idea of an active pant used
to be quite simple (basic
in color, stretchy for ease
of movement), leggings –
and tops – have become
much more sophisticated.
Athletic apparel dips
into athleisure, pieces
are multifunctional
and they all just look really great and
on-trend. Brands in the yoga, run and
fitness space are offering a beautiful mix
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of performance and style for both men
and women both for kickin’ it in class and
kickin’ back at home.
Taking cues from the water world, TYR’s
ties to swimming inspire the rest of its
active collection. “We’ve worked hard
to develop a reputation as a company
consumers can look to when they want
to move. Whether it’s in the form of
competitive swimming, completing an
Ironman, taking a yoga class or just
getting back into working out,” says Erika
Amandola, communications manager at
TYR. Fabric in each piece is designed to
perform both on and off land, perfect for
a swim or paddleboarding session, then
straight to yoga or a spin class. Each
pant in the active collection is chlorine
proof, antimicrobial and provides UPF 50+
protection.
Ideal for SUP (stand up paddleboarding)
sessions, Body Glove’s active collection is
comprised of both lightweight and quick
dry sports bras, leggings and shorts. “From

gym to water, Body Glove Active will suit
your active lifestyle,” notes Todd Davis,
national sales manager at SGS Sports.
Reebok recently introduced a SUP yoga
collection for Spring/Summer since the
activity is being offered at many retreats
around the world. Its SUP silhouettes are
chlorine and sea water resistant, as well as
UPF 50+. “The yoga community is growing
and now more than ever people are finding
the benefits of yoga as a way to escape
from the chaotic and stressful world we live
in,” says Jennifer Calouro, product manager
on the studio team at Reebok. Almost all of
the brand’s active pants incorporate wide
self-fabric waistbands, no-abrasion panels,
ergonomic side seams and fitted cuffs.
Materials are designed to feel like second
skin and feature Speedwick technology to
keep the wearer cool.
Studio Slick
For Fall/Winter 2017, Reebok will
introduce two seamless silhouettes into its
studio collection. One is a seamless leotard
with engineered cutouts for dance and
studio classes, while the other is a seamless
bodysuit with a high neckline and open
back “so you don’t have to worry about
your shirt riding up while in downward
dog,” notes Calouro. The latter piece lends
a nod to yoga by incorporating yoga poses
knitted throughout.

sportsinsightmag.com

Under Armour’s UA
Inspired by Misty
Copeland Show Stopper
Top, Opening Night
Strappy Bra and Show
Stop Mirror Printed Pant.

www.sportsinsightmag.com
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The North Face
Isotherm Jacket

Adidas by Stella McCartney
Yoga All In One

“If you stay true to
the requirements
that your products
always have to
perform first and
foremost, then the
styling part comes
easy.”
Tanya Pictor, Implus
20 • Sports Insight ~ May/June 2017

Adidas by Stella
McCartney Floral Legging

Adidas by Stella
McCartney Yoga
Sweatshirt

The North Face
Motivation Tech Bra

Reebok x Elle Yoga
Legging

The North Face Motus
Capril III

Marika is reaching out to the studio consumer
craving a little variety in workout attire with its new VIP
program. For $19.95 a month, buyers receive one item
of their choice. In addition, members get 60 percent off
items every day and free shipping all of the time. Some
choices include an Ombre Stripe seamless capri and the
Ultimate slimming capri leggings with power mesh and
a Coolmax gusset.
A part of Under Armour’s first collection of apparel
made in the U.S. out of the firm’s new Baltimore-based
innovation center, the UA lighthouse, is the Arris
Project sports bra and legging set. Pieces feature an
innovative material that cuts dry time in half. The
capsule collection also has distraction-free bonding
and fashion-forward designs. In addition, the firm’s
Inspired By Misty Copeland line introduces structured,
lightweight technical fabrics and layering pieces that go
from the dance studio to dinner.
Adidas by Stella McCartney “celebrates strong female
athleticism and embracing new challenges,” with pieces

like the Floral Legging and Yoga All In One, which
feature ClimaLite technology to keep the body dry and
comfortable by drawing moisture away from the skin,
according to the brand. In addition, a short-sleeved
yoga sweatshirt with batwing sleeves and ribbed
hemline is an easy transition piece.
From Sweat to Street
Positioned as a lifestyle line, Implus’ Falke brand
of apparel “appeals to all customers who would like
to experience understated luxury,” says Implus VP–
marketing Tanya Pictor. For Fall/Winter 2017, the brand
is focused on its base layer Ergonomic Support System,
which is a series of different skins to keep the wearer
comfortable at his/her own rate. Pieces are fit for the
athleisure audience, balancing performance and style.
“If you stay true to the requirements that your products
always have to perform first and foremost, then the
styling part comes easy,” comments Pictor.
For more than 30 years, innovative fabrics have
sportsinsightmag.com

Athletic apparel
is dipping into
athleisure. Pieces
are multifunctional
and they all just
“look really great
and on-trend.”

NFL player Julian Edelman of
the New England Patriots chills
out with athleisure style from
Puma. On his feet: Puma’s new
NETFIT footwear.

sportsinsightmag.com
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Body Glove Active Shamal Top and Work It Capri

been a staple at Longworth Industries, owner
of Polarmax all-sports brand PMX. “Our life
collection celebrates the fabrics that are
engineered to meet the consumer’s lifestyle
needs. These are the garments that ultimately
become the consumers go-to favorites,” says
Houston Brady, marketing product manager at
Longworth Industries.
All offerings include Clean Seam Next-To-Skin
Comfort, Acclimate Dry Moisture Wicking and
Acclimate Fresh/Antimicrobial technology. “Our

A bold print from the PMX Yoga Collection
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Napa Lyn Racerback and Kalani Capri by TYR

goal was to create a collection that allows the
consumer to wear our product, comfortably, be
it in the yoga studio, the gym, the grocery store
or the airport. Hence the name, ‘life,’” Brady
explains.
All-Around Athleisure
Men’s style is giving women’s style a run for
its money in the athleisure space. As the jogger
pant becomes a staple in the male wardrobe,
design (and price point) elevates to a new level.

Nike Sportswear Tech Hypermesh Varsity Men’s Jacket

Falke Madison Bra Top and Long Tights

All of the major athletic brands continue to
utilize a range of celebrities in marketing men’s
style. From scrappy NFL player Julian Edelman
of the Patriots and pop star the Weeknd at
Puma, to Kanye West’s collaborations with
Adidas, the reach of athleisure style continues
to expand.
The combination of performance fabrics and
fashion-influenced design will likely continue to
keep the “athleisure” term at the top of every
active retailer’s hit list. l

Nike Tech Fleece Crew from the Black Rose collection

sportsinsightmag.com

The idea of what
an active outfit
can be and
how it can look,
has become
much more
sophisticated.

Kari Traa, one of Europe’s fastestgrowing women’s apparel brands,
is designed for “strong and active
girls who also want to express their
femininity, style and individuality.”
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Workout Programs
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Sorbothane® IS THE DIFFERENCE
Sorbothane® is the ultimate material for
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to relieve stress to joints while exercising.
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SAFETY
FOOTBALL

BLITZ
Football’s New Game
Plan Is Strengthening
Safety and Participation
in America. By Mike May
26 • Sports Insight ~ May/June 2017

oncerns about safety and concussions in youth football
have, ironically, made the sport an even more profitable
business for sporting goods retailers. How can that be,
when participation numbers are reportedly declining as
parents yank their future Tom Bradys out of football in
favor of something “safer?”
The answer is simple: Those that are playing are spending
even more on the best, safest, most high-tech equipment.
From helmets to shoulder pads to mouthguards, in a
contact sport such as football, this safety comes at a price.
Like most other youth sports, football, although it is
played primarily in the fall, has become a year-round
sport. When the games are over the season really begins
for retailers and team dealers as reconditioning takes
over, new products for the next season are unveiled and
ordering begins.
This year-round business – coupled with the sheer
volume of product sold – makes football the number one
team sport in almost every corner of America. And despite many of the negative story
lines – primarily safety concerns and participation declines – that business remains strong.
“All of our youth football leagues seem to be doing well,” reports Keith McCall, a
roadman for Team Sports Outfitters, Bristol, TN. “In fact, some of the football teams are
doing some traveling and entering tournaments. Our sales numbers are up.”
One of the side effects of the safety issue in football is that many school teams have
actually increased their spending. “Many teams have increased their budgets to buy
the safest possible equipment,” adds McCall. “Teams have gone away from buying lessexpensive helmets.”
Football is also alive and well in Midwest City, OK, according to Johnny Jump, owner
of Mojo Sports. “We sell all of it,” says Jump, who points out that the impact of the safety
issue in football is really seen with the youth leagues. “Parents of youth football players are
not content with having their child wear hand-me down gear,” states Jump. That translates
into more individual sales of higher-end product.

sportsinsightmag.com

FOOTBALL

XENITH: The Epic+ is Xenith’s most advanced helmet
with a system of patented technologies designed to
mitigate rotational and linear forces.

ADIDAS: The adiZero 5-Star 6.0 Low from Adidas gets a
significant comfort upgrade with a renewed Sprintskin upper
that features layered material for added support and comfort.

MCDAVID: McDavid’s Rival Pro Shirt features multidirectional vented flex channels for ergonomic range of
motion and maximum airflow.

NIKE: Nike’s latest lineman-dedicated cleat, the Nike
Force Savage Elite, has 15 twisting triangular studs that
line the outsole. MSRP $140.

It is the very concern about safety that keeps cash
registers ringing as teams, players and parents opt to
purchase the best possible and safest gear. That’s great
news for retailers looking for a steady, reliable business.

SHOCK DOCTOR: The Shock Doctor Gel
Max Power mouthguard provides highprofile comfort and protection in a lowprofile design.
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On the Front Lines
Small-town retailers and team dealers are on the
front lines of the football battles across America,
and they are almost all optimistic about the state
of the game in terms of youth participation and
equipment sales.
Take the south Florida community of Wellington,
where local youth tackle football leagues provide a
stepping-stone to high school football. As a result, their
participation numbers remain strong.
For example, the Wellington Community Football
League (WCFL) is celebrating its 25th anniversary this
year and local retailer Scotty’s Sport Shop has been
there every step of the way providing product and
sponsorship assistance.
“We sell chin straps, girdles, practice pants, socks,
cleats, uniforms and seven-piece pad sets to the WCFL,”
says owner Jerry Steuerer. “We are always dealing

BATTLE: The design of Battle’s Back Bone curve plate
disperses impact and is more comfortable to wear than
flat plates.

MCDAVID: McDavid’s Rival Pro 5-Pad Girdle provides
FlexAir protective padding with integrated vented flex
channels for maximum airflow.

with parents who are new to football, so it’s important
to provide some guidance on what to buy. They
appreciate it.”
In Wilmington, DE, local youth and high school
football teams are making a beeline to Al’s Sporting
Goods for their uniforms, cleats and gear. “We sell
everything from stem to stern in football,” says
salesman Ed Knapper, who points out that the bulk of
their football business is with local high schools and,
to a lesser extent, local youth football leagues during
the summer.
“I’m confident that 2017 will be a strong year for us in
football,” he says.
As for the impact of the concussion issue on
participation in football, Knapper says that family
finances have had a bigger impact on player
participation in football than safety concerns.
In Minnesota, football sales for Universal Athletic
have remained very strong the past five years, ever
since concussion research has become such a large
topic.
“If anything, our football sales have continued to get
better and show an increase,” says Corey Goblirsch,
sportsinsightmag.com

RUSSELL:
Russell Athletic’s
Descendant, a
modern take on
a classic uniform, features a
traditional look
redeveloped
with a curved
yoke giving the
rib knit insert a
slanted design.

CHAMPRO : The low-profile construction of the AMT1000 shoulder pad from Champro is combined with builtin clavicle and deltoid pads.

PORTAPHONE: The Gold series Porta Phone Wireless
Headsets have all electronics installed inside the headset
ear cups, eliminating belt pack radios and cables.

GAME GEAR: Game Gear’s fully sublimated jersey can be
made in three versions with two different fabric combinations spanning from youth to college levels.

CHAMPRO: Champro’s Bull-Rush girdle and compression top are made with poly/spandex Dri-Gear fabric to
keep the player cool and dry.

regional manager for Universal’s Edina, MN, operation.
“We’ve seen an increase in higher-end equipment
sales when our salespeople educate their customers
about why it’s important, what it’s protecting, and the
research behind it,” he says.
“I don’t think there is enough of a decline in youth
football groups to say there is an issue or kids don’t
want to play football anymore,” he adds. “We are still
seeing many strong youth group numbers and although
they may change a little from year to year, they have
stayed fairly consistent.”
Getting What You Pay For
There’s the old saying: “You get what you pay for.”
That certainly appears to be true in football equipment.
If coaches and parents want gear that provides the
most amount of protection, they may have to dig deep.
For many, the cost of playing football doesn’t appear to
be a deal breaker.
“Coaches at the collegiate and high school level
are spending more money on high-end helmets and
shoulder pads,” reports Goblirsch. “They don’t seem
to be buying that price-point option as much as they
sportsinsightmag.com

did in the past. If our sales people are able to show
the technology the right way, they have seen an
increase in sales purely based on selling more
expensive, higher-quality protective equipment.”
Numbers Tell the Story
Sales of football equipment (footballs, protective
gear and accessories such as blocking sleds,
tackling dummies and goal posts) were steady and
strong in 2016, but somewhat stagnant, according
to the Sports & Fitness Industry Association’s (SFIA)
most recent Manufacturers Sales by Category Report.
In 2016, wholesale sales of football equipment
were $546.6 million, unchanged from 2015. Wholesale
sales of football uniforms in 2016 were $379.9 million,
down slightly from $382.1 million in 2015. The football
uniform category ranks second in team sports uniform
sales, slightly behind baseball.
The football footwear category is also somewhat
stagnant — wholesale sales of football cleats were
$192.6 million in 2016, down two percent from $196.6
million in 2015.
According to the SFIA’s recently
May/June 2017 ~ Sports Insight • 29
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Above left: MVP has partnered
with Rogers Athletic to develop
the MVP/Drive, a mobile, remotecontrolled, self- righting, padded
tackling dummy that moves like
a player does, reaching speeds
up to 20 mph. Above right: Due to
their durability, ease of set up and
portability, football teams of all
ages are utilizing the Bownet Solo
Kicker or Solo Kicker Pro.

Follow the Rules
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released Topline Participation Report, there were 5.5
million tackle football players in the U.S. in 2016. That’s
a startling 11 percent decline from the 6.2 million
football players in 2015. Participation peaked in 2011 at
of 6.4 million.
There are some bright signs on the horizon for
football participation. USA Football, the national
governing body of youth football, reports that youth
tackle football participation is stable in the U.S., with a .1
percent increase in 2016 from 2015.
“Youth flag football increased by nearly 10 percent
in 2016 compared to 2015,” says Tom Yelich,
communications manager for USA Football. “These
numbers reflect core participation, which measures
regular participation in a particular sport or activity.”
And at the high school level last year there was only
one sport with more than one million participants —

MUCH OF THE IMPROVEMENTS IN SAFETY IN YOUTH

football involve equipment and even uniform regulations.
Unfortunately, there has been some confusion on the
jersey issue at the high school level.
As of the 2021 football season, there will be a more
distinct difference between jerseys in any given high
school game.
The home jersey is to be a dark color that clearly
contrasts with white. One of the issues that has been
cropping up is that some teams are wearing a lightcolored gray jersey for a home jersey that is too similar
in color to a white jersey, which is worn by the away or
visiting team.
The NFHS is also requiring pants that must come
to the top of the knee and provide a kneepad that is at
least half-inch thick. Shoulder pads have also grabbed
the attention of the NFHS’ Football Rules Committee —
pads and hard surfaces must be completely covered,
and back pads must be covered as well. NFHS advises
sporting goods retailers to not sell shoulder pads that
extend beyond the sleeves of the current jersey.
Another NCAA rule change involves a kneepad being
inserted into the football pants — now that kneepad has
to actually cover and protect the knee. (In recent years,
the trend has been for pants to stop above the knee,
with no kneepad.) l

tackle football, according to the National Federation
of State High School Associations (NFHS). During the
2015-16 school year, a total of 1,114,391 student-athletes
played high school football, which is largely unchanged
from the 1,114,253 from a year earlier.
The top 10 most popular states for high school
football participation are the usual suspects in team
sports — Texas, California, Illinois, Ohio, Florida,
Michigan, Georgia, Alabama, New York and North
Carolina.
Ups and Downs
One of the leading organizations for youth football
in America is Pop Warner Football, which has 225,000
youngsters playing in its leagues. That number is down
from 260,000 as recently as 2009.
“Our numbers have been flat for that last several
years, but we have instituted a number of rules to make
the game safer,” reports Jon Butler, executive director
of Pop Warner Little Scholars, who has the data that
shows how much safer the game has become because of
the new rules.
Yet not everyone is satisfied.
“The frustration we’ve had is people saying that
we have too many rules and they want to go to other
leagues that don’t have so many rules,” he says. “To me,
from a parental point of view, that would be scary. I’d
rather have my child involved in a program that I know
is safe, where I know they are doing background checks
and coaching certification.”
Butler reports that these stringent rules have yielded
big safety dividends — 86 percent fewer injuries and 76
percent fewer concussions in practice for Pop Warner
football programs.
Going up a level, high school football is apparently
in good shape from coast to coast. According to Bob
Colgate, NFHS director of sports, the past season
showed promise for the sport at that level.
“All in all, 2016 was a good season,” says Colgate,
who is optimistic about the upcoming season as well.
The NFHS is continuing concussion education, placing
an ongoing emphasis on risk minimization, working
on more coaching education, and always looking to
improve the level of officiating.
The NFHS director points to three factors that will
impact future football participation — shrinking school
enrollments, the pay-to-play issue and co-ops, where two
schools combine their two weak football programs. l
sportsinsightmag.com
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GOTTA
GLOVE IT
A look at the newest
football gloves from the
major vendors tells the tale
of the category in 2017.

6
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1. CUTTERS: Cutters is now offering four phantom
camo color ways in its premium Rev Pro 2.0 receiver
gloves. The Rev Pro 2.0 is a combination of performance, fit and durability with a lightweight back of
hand that provides comfort and flexibility. The Rev Pro
2.0 also features a perforated C-Tack palm for grip and
increased ventilation. MSRP $44.99.

3. BATTLE: Double Threat youth football gloves from
Battle are designed with reinforced stitching and wear
points. The gloves are made with Perfect Fit breathable material and an UltraTack palm that goes right up
to the legal stick limit. The wrist allows for freedom of
motion while the Velcro closure wrist strap provides
for snug fit. MSRP $39.99 Adult; $29.99 Youth.

2. SARANAC: The Adidas adiZero 5-Star 6.0 by
Saranac features a mixed media four-way stretch back
of hand patterned mesh fabric, with a wicking Lycra
spandex sub-layer that delivers a lock-down compression fit and keeps hand cooler. The structured thumb
and index fabric enhances control and a seamless
GripTack palm provides the grip. MSRP $50.

4. BIONIC: Beast Mode Football Gloves – the official
brand of Marshawn Lynch – from Bionic are designed
for skill positions by a hand specialist with patented
natural fit technology for comfort, fit and performance.
The gloves feature tactical pads and a silicone palm to
provide secure grip on the ball. Terrycloth pads inside
the glove are strategically placed to absorb perspiration

sportsinsightmag.com

and the blend of the Cool-On back and Lycra spandex
in the flexion zones improves breathability and flexibility.
MSRP $49.99–54.99.
5. XPROTEX: The Xprotex Red Zone football gloves for
2017 are specifically designed to protect hands from
injury. The lightweight, yet durable synthetic palm provides comfort, feel and durability. MSRP $39.95.
6. UNDER ARMOUR: The Under Armour UA F5 features
its HeatGear fabric that keeps hands cool, dry and light.
The gloves are built to provide flexibility, breathability
and moisture transport. Their custom fit closure system
and super-sticky Armour GrabTack palm for maximum
catchability complete the package. MSRP $34.99.
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TRENDINSIGHT
Consumer Survey
Style is important to
consumers, but make no
mistake, when it comes to
active apparel and footwear,
performance is exceedingly
important, too. And when
consumers buy activity-specific
footwear, they are planning
to wear it for both casual
and athletic purposes. These
findings and more exclusive
insight come via a survey of
more than 100 consumers
conducted for Sports Insight
by MESH1. Respondents let
us know where they shop and
why, and what criteria they
base their active apparel and
footwear purchasing decisions
on. Nearly 70 percent of
respondents told us that they
wear their sports apparel and
footwear equally for sports
activity and casual wear. l

If you shop in store and don’t find
what you want, what do you do?
Don’t make a
purchase

I always
shop online

Go to another
store

I wear my sports apparel and
footwear for its specific end use,
sport activity only.
Agree

I wear my sports apparel
and footwear primarily for
non-sports related activities.
Agree

Disagree

20%

30%

32%

68%
80%

70%
Agree

Disagree

I tend to be brand specific
from head-to-toe.
Agree

Disagree

Agree

13%

18%

82%

88%

87%
Agree

Disagree

Where I shop primarily for sports
apparel and footwear

I shop for my apparel in one store,
and footwear or gear in another.

Department Store
Sport
Specialty
Store

Disagree

Which answer best describes how
you shop?
eCommerce less than 4 times per year

Mass
Merchant
Store

12%
29%

Disagree

The brands I purchase are more
of a statement about what they
say about me rather than how
they perform.

The brands I purchase are
performance based.

12%

5%

25%

I wear my sports apparel and
footwear equally between my
sports activity and non-sports
related activities.

6%

Agree

In stores
5+ times
per year

16%

1%

42%

42%

39%

58%
14%

28%
14%

69%
Mall Chains
Go online

CARPE
TRENDEM

Sporting Goods Store

Disagree

eCommerce 5+
times per year

In stores less than
5 times per year

Trend Insight Consumer delivers consumer research conducted on the MESH1’s Platform. MESH1 collected the data on these pages from a panel of 108 active U.S. consumers with an average
age of 40-years-old. For more information on the MESH1 Platform, contact Brian Bednarek at 603-766-0957 or brian.bednarek@mesh01.com. For information on Trend Insight Consumer
and how your company can participate, contact Jeff Nott at 516-305-4711 or jnott@formula4media.com
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HOW DO YOU KNOW
YOUR PRODUCT
IS GOING TO SELL?

Understand your consumers perception of your products
through the data-driven MESH1 Consumer Insight Platform.
Contact MESH1 for a live demo of our advanced consumer
targeting and testing analytics. Mention this ad for 20% off
your first Product Insight.
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Consumer Spending Trends

Where Do Fitness and Activity Dollars Go?
Several physical activities saw moderate increases in U.S. participation this past year, including outdoor, team, and fitness categories according to the
Physical Activity Council’s annual study, which measures levels of activity and identifies trends in more than 100 specific sports, fitness, and recreation
activities. The report also identified some interesting spending trends as detailed in the charts below.

Spending Over a Three Year Span

Purchases to
Encourage Fitness

US Population, Ages 6+

Spending on Fitness Tracking Devices

Sports/
Recreation Footwear

Do You Own a Wearable Device for Tracking Fitness?
Yes

No

80%

Sports/
Recreation Clothing

70%
60%
50%
40%

Outdoor Recreation
Activities

30%
20%
10%
0%

Sports/Recreation
Equipment

2015

2014

2016

What Type of Wearable Device for Tracking
Fitness Do You Own?

Gym Membership/
Fees

2014

2016

2015

Fitness
Tracker that
syncs with
electronics

Travel To Take
Part In Sports &
Recreation
2014

Pedometer

2015

Team Sports
Outside School

2016
Heart Rate
Monitor
0%

Individual Sports
Events

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Do You Plan on Purchasing a Wearable Fitness
Tracking Device in the Coming Year?
Yes

Lessons/Instruction/
Sports Camps

No

90%
80%
70%
60%

Team Sports
At School

50%
40%
30%
20%

Winter Sports

10%
0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

2014

2015

2016

Source: 2017 Physical Activity Council Report. The Physical Activity Council (PAC) is made up of eight of the leading sports and manufacturer associations that are dedicated to growing participation in their respective sports and activities.
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